Experience the GRANDEST of GETAWAYS

SUMMER GUIDE 2023
Thank you for choosing Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise. We are so excited for you to experience our little piece of paradise in the heart of Banff National Park! As the Concierge, we are committed to making your stay with us as memorable as possible. Whether you are looking for a romantic getaway or an adventure-packed holiday, there’s enchanted summer experiences for everyone in our backyard.

Please note that schedules and prices are subject to change without notice. We encourage you to make reservations for the transportation, dining and the activities listed in this guide sooner rather than later to avoid disappointment. Please carefully review prices, cancellation policies and arrival times. Should you have any questions or require assistance with reservations, please do not hesitate to contact the Concierge at any time.

Warm Regards,
The Concierge Team at Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise
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SIP & savour
ENJOY A VARIETY OF BARS & RESTAURANTS

FAIRVIEW BAR & RESTAURANT
A grand bar with a view. Overlooking wondrous Lake Louise, Fairview Bar & Restaurant offers a reflection of the world beyond its windows. Bounty and botanicals from the surrounding Rocky Mountains inspire the seasonal menus, served in an elegant setting. Distinctive cocktails and a comprehensive wine list round out your experience in the art deco detailed space.

WALLISER STUBE
Innovative European alpine cuisine is featured nightly at the intimate Walliser Stube restaurant and wine bar. Choose from a tempting variety of classic Swiss, German and Alpine dishes influenced by regional styles, or experience our famous Swiss Fondue - a homage to the original Mountain Guides of the Chateau.

ALPINE SOCIAL
Inspired by the glory days of Canadian mountaineering, Alpine Social is the place to eat, meet, and celebrate in Lake Louise. It’s the perfect location to enjoy hearty, gourmet comfort food after a day of mountain adventure.

THE GUIDE’S PANTRY
For those on the go or looking for a fast option, our Guide’s Pantry has a variety of menu items from cold sandwiches, salads, and snacks available for you to fuel up with before you start your daily adventure.

LAKEVIEW LOUNGE
One of the most iconic views in the Canadian Rockies, the Lakeview Lounge offers modern comforts in an elegant setting. Sit back, relax and admire the spectacular, world-class views of Lake Louise and Victoria Glacier. In addition to an extensive cocktail and wine selection, seasonally inspired lunch and dinner menus are available. On sunny summer days, our Lakeview Patio offers breathtaking dining setting.

LOUIZA
From sunrise to sunset, this Mediterranean-inspired restaurant invites you to explore its elegantly designed dining space, and an evolving tapas-style menu featuring local ingredients that will change with the mountain seasons. This is the place to be inspired and feed your senses.

AFTERNOON TEA AT THE CHATEAU
Featuring an assortment of our signature Lot 35 teas accompanied by delectable pastries and traditional North American and European style finger sandwiches, Afternoon Tea at Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise is a truly delightful way to spend the afternoon.

DINING RESERVATIONS
Dinner reservations are strongly recommended. For dining reservations, please call +1 403 522 1817 or e-mail cll.diningreservations@fairmont.com.

Are you a member of ALL – Accor Live Limitless?
You can now earn ALL Reward points even when you’re not staying at the hotel! Whether you are grabbing a drink, picking up some take-out, or dining here at the hotel, you can earn points to go towards your ALL membership.

With the ALL – Accor Live Limitless program, you can earn and redeem ALL Reward points at more than 5,000 hotels worldwide. It’s the perfect way to stay, eat, and play – all with your one loyalty program.
TRUE resort experience
RESORT Amenities
IT’S ALL INCLUDED

WELCOME TO LAKE LOUISE’S TRUE RESORT EXPERIENCE
During your stay we invite you to celebrate the beauty of our surroundings with a wide variety of activities and services that are included in your resort experience fee.

FAMILY FUN
• Select Social Events
• Select Kids Activities
• Large selection of Board Games, Card Games, & Books
• Discover Lake Louise Presentation
• Seasonal Holiday Programming

FIND YOUR STRENGTH
• Fitness Classes
• Yoga Classes
• In-Room Wellness Programming

HEALTH CLUB
• 24 Hours Fitness Center
• Stretch Room
• Indoor Leisure Pool
• Eucalyptus Steam Room
• Hot Tub

EXCLUSIVE GUEST ONLY AREA
• The Living Room
• Living Room Coffee & Tea Station

ADVENTURE HERE
• Canoe Rental Discount and Priority Queue
• Discount on Mountain Adventure Program

LOCAL TRANSPORTATION
• Guest-Only Shuttle to the Lake Louise Village

BUSINESS
• High Speed Internet Access
• Local and 1-800 Calls
• PressReader: Access to Over 10,000 Newspapers & Magazines
SOCIAL EVENTS

After a day of exploring our backyard, sit back and relax during these social events hosted by our Resort Ambassadors.

DISCOVER LAKE LOUISE
Guests can enjoy a presentation to discover the secrets of Lake Louise, including the unique history of the hotel and how to have the best experience possible while you are here.

EVENING CAMPFIRE
Join us outside around a warm wood burning fire. Located on our Lake Front Lower Patio, this event is the perfect way to end your busy day outside. Accessible to all on a first come first served basis.

MOVIE NIGHT
Gather the family together to enjoy our movie feature of the night. What’s a movie night without popcorn? We’ll be offering complimentary popcorn to snack on during the movie. So, bring your friends and family, grab some popcorn, and get ready for some movie magic!
**KIDS ADVENTURE CAMP**

It’s time for your little adventurers to explore their creativity with our Kids Adventure Camp program. With a wide variety of supervised programs, there’s something for all kids to get excited about. Reservations are required for all activities.

**OUTDOOR ADVENTURES**
An opportunity for children to learn about and explore the great outdoors. The program is designed to teach children about the importance of nature and the environment while providing a fun and engaging experience. By participating in Outdoor Adventures, children will gain valuable skills and memories that will last a lifetime. They will learn to love and respect the natural world and be inspired to explore it further in their future.  
**DURATION:** 2 Hours  
**AGES:** 6-13

**SUN AND GAMES**
Get ready to explore the great outdoors with fellow young adventurers, go on exciting hikes, and play fun games in the sun. This program is perfect for kids who love to be active, make new friends, and have a blast while enjoying the beauty of nature. Let’s go outside and soak up the sunshine while having some epic fun!  
**DURATION:** 2 Hours  
**AGES:** 6-13

**CRAFY KIDS**
An exciting program designed to inspire kids to explore their creativity through a variety of art and craft activities. With the guidance of our Kids Adventure Camp attendants, kids will learn new skills and techniques that will help them express themselves through their art. Crafty Kids is perfect for kids who love to make things and want to develop their artistic talents.  
**DURATION:** 2 Hours  
**AGES:** 6-13

**LEGO MANIA**
Designed for kids who love building and creating with Lego bricks. In this program, kids will have the opportunity to showcase their imagination and creativity by constructing different structures, vehicles, and characters using Lego bricks.  
**DURATION:** 1 Hour  
**AGES:** 6-13

**TREASURE QUEST – SCAVENGER HUNT**
Get ready to put on your explorer hat and embark on a thrilling scavenger hunt where you’ll search for hidden treasures and solve exciting challenges. This program is perfect for kids who love to use their imagination, work together with new friends, and enjoy the thrill of the hunt. So come join us on this exciting quest for treasure – who knows what you’ll discover!  
**DURATION:** 2 Hours  
**AGES:** 6-13

**FUN WITH SCIENCE**
Fun with Science is an interactive program designed to engage children in exciting experiments and activities that explore the wonders of the natural world. Through hands-on learning, kids will develop a love for science as they explore some basic principles. With a focus on fun and discovery, this program is perfect for children who want to learn while having a blast!  
**DURATION:** 1 Hour  
**AGES:** 6-13
ART ATTACK
This program unleashes the creativity of kids through various forms of art such as painting, drawing, sculpting, and more! The program offers a fun and stimulating environment where children can express themselves freely and explore their imaginations. With guidance from our Kids Adventure attendants, kids will learn new techniques and develop their artistic skills while having a blast creating unique masterpieces. This program is perfect for kids who love to create and want their creativity to run wild!
DURATION: 1 Hour
AGES: 6-13

G A M E  T I M E
Providing a fun and safe space for kids to enjoy playing video games. With a wide selection of age-appropriate games and consoles, kids can choose from a variety of games that cater to their interests and skill levels. Whether it's competitive multiplayer games or engaging single-player adventures, Game Time offers a diverse range of options to keep kids entertained and engaged. Our Kids Adventure Camp attendants are always on hand to provide guidance and support, ensuring kids have a positive and enjoyable gaming experience.
DURATION: 1 Hour
AGES: 6-13

I N T O  T H E  W I L D
Let their imaginations run wild and create their very own stuffed animals! With a wide selection of animal and stuffing options, kids can design and customize their fuzzy friends to suit their unique personalities and preferences. With the help of our Kids Adventure Camp attendant, children can bring their creations to life and take home a special keepsake that they’ll cherish for years to come.
DURATION: 1 Hour
AGES: 6-13

P A J A M A  P A R T Y
The ultimate program for kids who love movies and fun sleepovers! Join us in the Kids Adventure Camp room where you can sit and relax in your pajamas, watch a movie with new friends, and enjoy some delicious popcorn. Our safe and interactive environment will transport your children to a world of imagination and excitement, where you can connect with new friends and make lasting memories. So grab your favorite PJ’s and join us for an unforgettable Pajama Party!
DURATION: 2 Hours
AGES: 6-13

T O D D L E R  T I M E
Join us for Toddler Time, a fun and engaging event designed for parents and their little ones to enjoy together! Our interactive activities include crafts and sensory play activities, perfect for developing your child’s creativity and motor skills. Don’t miss out on this exciting opportunity to bond with your toddler while they explore and learn in a safe and stimulating environment.
DURATION: 1 Hour
AGES: 0-6

S U P E R V I S E D  A C T I V I T Y  T I M E
During the open activity time sessions, children can participate in a variety of activities, including games, sports, and creative play. Our Kids Adventure Camp attendants are on hand to ensure children have a fun and positive experience, while also maintaining a safe and respectful environment. Whether it’s a rainy day or a sunny afternoon, come join us for some exciting activity time!
DURATION: 1 Hour
AGES: 6-13
**GAME ON!**
The ultimate game show experience for kids. Join us for a fun and interactive program where kids can test their skills, knowledge, and speed against other contestants in a variety of exciting games and challenges. With a range of categories and themes, from trivia to physical challenges, “Game On!” has something for all kids. Hosted by one of our energetic and engaging Kids Adventure Camp attendants, kids will have a blast competing and cheering on their friends. So, get ready to bring you’re A-game and show off your skills in “Game On!”
**DURATION:** 2 Hours
**AGES:** 6-13

**CAMPFIRE AND S’MORES**
Campfire and S’mores is an exciting and educational program designed for kids who love the great outdoors. Our Kids Adventure Camp attendants will teach your children how to make a fire safely and responsibly, and guide them through the process of making delicious s’mores over the flames. With a focus on teamwork and communication, they will learn valuable skills while having fun and making new friends. Once the s’mores are finished, we’ll head back inside for more activities and games, leaving your little ones with lasting memories of their fun-filled evening around the campfire.
**DURATION:** 2 Hours
**AGES:** 6-13

**INVENTORS LAB**
A fun and creative program that encourages kids to use their imagination and problem solving skills to create new inventions. With the guidance of our Kids Adventure Camp attendants and access to a wide range of materials and tools, kids will have the opportunity to bring their ideas to life and explore the exciting world of innovation.
**DURATION:** 2 Hours
**AGES:** 6-13
ALL DAY ACTIVITIES

From indoor activities to outdoor fun, this family bucket list will create memories with the best things to do.

THE CURSE OF THE HIKER’S CODE:
ADVENTURES OF MRS. ENGELHARD
Calling all young adventurers! Are you willing to take on the challenge of solving the mysteries to lift the curse and save the day? Join Mrs. Engelhard on a time-traveling adventure to save her friend who broke the Hiker’s Code. If you think you have what it takes, visit the Front Desk to pick your Adventure Camp Passport and receive your first clue. The Adventure Camp Passport is available exclusively for guests of the Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise.

WATCH THE TRAILER HERE

PRICE: $10+GST/Passport

THE ARTIST - PAINT KITS
Take a piece of Lake Louise home with you! Put paint brush to canvas and create your very own artistic masterpiece. Unleash your creative spirit atop a mountain, by the lake shore, in your guest room, or wherever you feel inspired.

PRICE: $20+GST/Paint Kit

BUILD YOUR OWN STUFFED ANIMAL
A variety of furry friends are available for purchase at the concierge. These packages come with everything you need to bring your animal to life including stuffing, a heart, a Lake Louise t-shirt and a birth certificate.

PRICE: $35+GST/animal
RELAX IN THE LIVING ROOM
An exclusive guest-only area located above the lobby on the second floor, The Living Room is the perfect place to relax with a coffee, curl up in an armchair with a good book, or play a classic board game with your family. Local area guidebooks are available at the Concierge for those needing some adventure inspiration.

PRICE: Included in Resort Fee

BOARD GAMES
For the enjoyment of our guests, we are pleased to offer a variety of board games that can be borrowed from the front desk.

PRICE: Included in Resort Fee

SIGNS OF SUMMER SELF-GUIDED SCAVENGER HUNT
Summer has made a splash at the Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise! Hidden throughout the hotel are multiple signs of summer! If you can follow all of the clues correctly you will be able to officially know that the season has begun!

PRICE: Included in Resort Fee
FIND your strength
To select one of these wellness videos, navigate to the “ALL Be Well” category on your TV menu and select from one of the following playlists:

**YOGA**
- Let Go Of Stress | 20 Min
- Recharge & Re-Balance | 20 Min
- Freedom Flow | 20 Min

**STRETCH**
- Reset & Recover | 12 Min
- Morning Routine | 8 Min
- Decompress The Stress | 9 Min

**MINDFUL BREATH**
- Quick Morning Wake Up | 4 Min
- Restorative Breath | 5 Min
- Immune System Booster | 6 Min

**MINDFULNESS**
- Beginning Your Practice | 5 Min
- Release The Day | 10 Min
- The Night Sky | 12 Min

**SLEEP**
- Body Scan | 10 Min
- Heavy & Relaxed | 10 Min
- Finding Home | 10 Min

Yoga mats and in-room wellness packages are available and included in the Resort Fee for in-house guests. These amenities can be requested to be waiting in your room prior to arrival through the assistance of our Concierge Desk. **All wellness classes are included in your resort fee.**
STAY FIT & RELAX AT YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME
The Fitness Center is open seven days a week and is located on the first floor of the resort. The Barott elevators at the end of the Lakeview Lounge will take you there. Please note, Fitness Center facilities are available to hotel guests only. Children 12 and under must be accompanied by an adult.

HOURS OF OPERATION
Fitness Center: Open 24 hours
Aquatic Pool: Open 6:00 AM - 11:00 PM, Daily | Adults Only Hours: 10:00 PM - 11:00 PM, Daily

FITNESS CENTRE FACILITIES
- Elliptical trainers
- Free weights
- Stationary bikes
- Treadmills
- Weight machines
- Universal cable machine
- Stretching room with yoga mats, foam rollers and balance balls

INDOOR POOL FACILITIES
- Hot Tub
- Eucalyptus Steam room
- Change rooms
- Hot/cold shower

STAY STRONG. PACK LIGHT.
Whether it’s a yoga class, hitting the fully equipped fitness centre, or even stretching in your room, we’ve got you covered with running shoes and apparel - fresh and ready - delivered to your room.

To order, email our Concierge Desk prior to your arrival.
FAIRMONT SPA

Experience a greater level of reconnection.

Welcome to a place inspired by nature’s elements. A powerful yet gentle force that constantly gifts new perspectives. A chance to rediscover your natural rhythm and experience a greater level of reconnection. A profound connection to the heart of the Canadian Rockies awaits to bring your body, mind and soul into balance. Fairmont Spa: nourished by nature.

The Spa is located on the lower level, below the main lobby and adjacent to Alpine Social. It is accessible by the stairs and elevators in the main lobby.

**MASSAGE EXPERIENCES**
We offer a range of relaxation and therapeutic massages, customized with essentials oils.

**FACIAL EXPERIENCES**
Whether it be deep cleansing or results driven, we can accommodate your skin’s needs.

**BODY SERVICES**
Focusing on your body’s needs to rehydrate, rejuvenate or refresh, our various scrubs and wraps will alleviate your stress.

**SALON SERVICES**
Our hair and nail salon will provide you with those finishing touches for a special evening or event.

**SEASONAL SPECIAL: SUMMER SENSATION**
This spring, enjoy a unique spa offer that provides you with both a face and body treatment. This “taster spa ritual” is perfect for those looking for a quick spa getaway.

**PRICE:** Monday - Thursday $159 | Friday - Sunday $179

For more information about The Spa visit fairmont.com/lake-louise/spa, dial +1 403 522 1545 or e-mail cll.thespa@fairmont.com. Reservations are strongly recommended.
ADVENTURE here
WELCOME TO OUR ALPINE PARADISE OF ADVENTURE & EXPLORATION

See the gem of the Rockies sparkle as sun rays dance across the vibrant blue surface of the lake. Summer offers an adventurer’s wonderland at Lake Louise. The Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise has a long and proud guiding history. Join one of our accredited professional guides for a spectacular hike in the local area for a hike you won’t soon forget. We offer a variety of trails and adventures to suit your abilities, whether you are looking for a casual stroll and the perfect picture – or, if you are feeling more ambitious and want to attempt one of the more strenuous trails in the area, we offer something for all levels from half to full day hikes, in both group or private experiences.

Would you like to ask a question on what would be the best hike for you? Please send us an email at heritage.guides@fairmont.com

WHAT TO WEAR

Don’t let a lack of special gear keep you from one of our most rewarding experiences. The trick to being comfortable in the mountains is to dress in layers. A light sweater, hiking appropriate pants, wind/water proof jacket a hat, and sunglasses are recommended. Please ensure your footwear is designed for hiking. And, finally, don’t forget to bring a bottle of water and your camera, of course.
MOUNTAIN ADVENTURE GUIDES

The Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise has a long and proud guiding tradition. Join one of our accredited professional guides for a spectacular hike in the local area. Choose from an easy walk like Consolation Lakes or one of the famous teahouse hikes or challenge yourself on a local summit.

Please note, all programs vary based on day of the week and current trail conditions. You can find the program schedule on our booking website, www.bookeo.com/chateaulakelouise.

HALF DAY GUIDED HIKES:
PRICE: $80+GST per adult | $40+GST per youth (ages 8-13)
DURATION: 3 - 4 hours

CONSOLATION LAKES FROM MORaine LAKE
The hike to Consolation Lakes is the shortest of the popular hikes at Moraine Lake but the rugged scenery is as rewarding as that found on many longer journeys. The walk starts with one of the most spectacular views in the Canadian Rockies: the view of Moraine Lake from the “Rock Pile”. Once at the shores of the Lower Consolation Lake we relax and soak in the views of the glacier capped peaks of Mt Bident and Mt Quadra.
Distance: 6km & 65m / 3.6mi & 215ft

LAKE AGNES and the TEAHOUSE
This is one of the most popular hikes in Banff National Park and for good reason. On the way up, we pass Mirror Lake tucked under the sheer cliffs of the Big Beehive. At the teahouse, we have the option to enjoy some of the fresh baked goods whilst enjoying the breathtaking back drop. For those with more energy, we can always head up to Little Beehive viewpoint.
Distance: 7km & 400m / 4.4mi & 1,320ft

SADDLEBACK PASS
Starting from the shores of Lake Louise, this trail climbs moderately to steeply at times and heads towards a pass between Mount Fairview and Saddle Peak. At the top, we stop at the “hidden guide’s viewpoint” and enjoy some of our most spectacular views looking across the Paradise Valley to the mighty north face of Mt Temple.
Distance: 7.4km & 610m / 4.6mi & 2,000ft.
FULL DAY GUIDED HIKES:
PRICE: $105+GST per adult | $50+GST per youth (ages 8-13)
DURATION: 5 - 7 hours

PLAIN OF SIX GLACIERS and the TEAHOUSE
Simply one of the best day hikes in Banff National Park. We start by walking up to Mirror Lake then traverse across the little traveled Highline Trail. We exit the forest to jaw dropping views of Mt Victoria soaring high above us. After conquering our steepest climb, we arrive at the teahouse and lunch. For those with more energy, we can continue to the unforgettable Abbot Pass view point.
Distance: 14.5km & 400m / 8.7mi & 1320ft

THE BIG BEEHIVE
Standing on the shore of Lake Louise, we can see our destination high above us. We journey up to Lake Agnes and wander along the shore of the lake where the trail swings underneath the shattered cliffs of the Devils Thumb. Numerous steep switchbacks take us to a saddle where the trail gently rises towards the view point. A secret lunch spot beckons us towards the edge.
Distance: 10.2km & 525m / 6.1mi & 1732ft

MT ST. PIRAN
We start up the Mirror Lake trail and then towards the Little Beehive. Close to the tree line we take a small path up through a grove a beautiful larch trees and enter a stunning alpine basin. From here it’s upward to the crest of the ridge and a rough trail to the summit where the views are worth all the toil.
Distance: 12km & 1000m / 7.2mi & 3'300ft

HELEN LAKE
Located a beautiful 25 minute drive north of Lake Louise on the famous Icefields Parkway, this hike can be a wildflower paradise. After cresting Cirque Peak shoulder, we leave the trees behind and enter a vast alpine landscape of meadows, streams and by mid-July, a virtual carpet of wildflowers. At the exquisite setting of Helen Lake, we stop for lunch and take in the alpine splendor. For those with a little extra energy, we can continue up to a high ridge crest for an unobstructed 360* view that includes Katherine Lake, Dolomite Pass and the Waputik Range.
Distance: 12km & 455m / 7.2mi & 1,500ft
FULL DAY GUIDED HIKES (CONTINUED):

LARCH VALLEY/SENTINEL PASS FROM MORaine LAKE
If you only had time for one hike in the Canadian Rockies, this would be it. Few places exemplify the primal nature of the mountain landscape like the barren cleft of Sentinel Pass. We warm up quickly on ten switchbacks with an occasional spectacular view of Moraine Lake and Valley of the Ten Peaks. Soon we leave the trees behind and journey through alpine meadows dotted with small lakes. Finally we see the last few switchbacks to the top of Sentinel Pass, the highest point reached by any trail in Banff National Park.
Distance: 12km & 730m / 7.2mi & 2,400ft

EIFFEL LAKE FROM MORaine LAKE
This trail travels the length of the spectacular Valley of the Ten Peaks. We warm up quickly on ten switchbacks with an occasional spectacular view of Moraine Lake. At the trail fork we head left with views of one of the highest, continuous rock walls in the Rocky Mountains. After crossing numerous avalanche slopes we come to the beautiful Eiffel Lake fringed by larches where we stop for lunch. Distance: 12km & 400m / 7.2mi & 1320ft

PRIVATE GUIDING
Experience a memorable adventure with your family! Hire one of our accredited professional guides on a customized half or full day hike. These tours are only available by booking ahead with the Mountain Adventures Guides. With their expert guidance, create your own unforgettable Canadian Rockies experience.

PRICE (half day): 1-2 people $400+GST |
Additional people (to a max of 12) $80 per additional person+GST
DURATION: 3-4 hours

PRICE (full day): 1-2 people $550+GST |
Additional people (to a max of 12) $105 per additional person+GST
DURATION: 5-7 hours

CANCELLATION: 48 hours in advance.
CANOE RENTALS
8:30am - Close | Weather Dependant
Have you ticked canoeing on the world famous turquoise blue waters of Lake Louise off your bucket list?
Paddle amongst breath-taking scenery and soak in views of the dramatic mountains and the Victoria Glacier. Canoe rentals are available at the Boathouse, located on the west shore of the lake. Each canoe holds either three adults or two adults (aged 16+) and two small children (each child must weigh under 55 pounds/25 kilograms).
Available until October 9, 2023
Hotel Guests: $95+GST per hour | $85+GST per half hour
Non-Hotel Guests: $155+GST per hour | $145+GST per half hour

SUNRISE CANOE
Exclusive hotel-guest only experience. Enjoy an early morning wake-up, venture outside for an unforgettable opportunity to canoe on Lake Louise at the break of dawn. Enjoy the stillness of the water, the crispness of the air, and the great photo opportunity this excursion affords.
Available until September 4, 2023
PRICE: $175+GST
DURATION: 1.5 hours
Please visit www.bookeo.com/chateaulakelouise to reserve your space.

VOYAGEUR CANOE EXPERIENCE
Canoeing has been a historic way to experience the lake for over a century. Join one of our accredited professional guides as you paddle on our sparkling glacial lake from one of our 8-12 passenger Voyageur Canoes. As you journey across the lake, your guide will share local stories about this world famous “Diamond in the Wilderness”

PRICE FOR HOTEL GUESTS: $60+GST per adult | $30+GST per child (ages 8 - 12)
PRICE FOR NON-HOTEL GUESTS: $75+GST per adult | $40+GST per child (ages 8 - 12)
DURATION: 1.5 hours
Please visit www.bookeo.com/chateaulakelouise to reserve your space.
DISCOVER MORaine Lake

Moraine Lake Sunrise Experience
Imagine beginning your day watching a world renowned sunrise over the deep blue waters of Moraine Lake. With a shuttle provided exclusively for this experience, you will be dropped off right at the front of the lake. Available until September 30, 2023 (weather dependent)

PICK UP: Front Entrance of Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise
DROP OFF: Moraine Lakefront
PRICE: $90+GST per person

Please visit www.bookeo.com/chateaulakelouise to reserve your space.

Moraine Lake Shuttle
Hop on the Moraine Lake shuttle to see the Valley of Ten Peaks and beautiful blue waters. The shuttle runs multiple trips a day. The shuttle departs from the front of the hotel and drops you off at the Moraine Lake parking lot. Available until the seasonal closure of Moraine Lake Road (typically Thanksgiving Monday).

PICK UP: Front Entrance of Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise
DROP OFF: Moraine Lakefront
PRICE: $25+GST per adult | $15+GST per child | Children under 2 are complementary

Please visit www.bookeo.com/chateaulakelouise to reserve your space.
HORSEBACK RIDING

HORSEBACK RIDE AMONGST WORLD-CLASS SCENERY

Operated by Brewster Stables

Explore the historic mountain trails of Lake Louise on horseback with nothing but breathtaking scenery for the entire ride. Located on the grounds of Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise, Brewster Stables offers a variety of horseback riding trips daily. On the famed Tea House rides make sure to bring cash if you wish to purchase tea or a special treat. Children must be 8 years of age and a minimum of 52 inches (1.30 meters) tall to ride and adults must be no more than 250 pounds (115 kg) Previous riding experience is not required. Please wear long pants and closed-toe shoes.

LAKE HEAD

PRICE: $167 per person
DURATION: 1.5 - 2 hours
DEPARTURE: 10:00 AM | 1:30 PM | 3:00 PM
CANCELLATION: 24 hours

LAKE AGNES

PRICE: $209 per person
DURATION: 3 hours
DEPARTURE: 9:00 AM | 1:00 PM
CANCELLATION: 24 hours

PLAIN OF SIX GLACIERS

Opens July 1, 2023
PRICE: $270 per person
DURATION: 4 hours
DEPARTURE: 1:00 PM
CANCELLATION: 24 Hours

SPECIALTY ALL-DAY HIGLINE RIDE (TEAHOUSES)

Opens July 1, 2023
PRICE: $335 per person
DURATION: 6 hours
DEPARTURE: 9:00 AM
CANCELLATION: 24 hours

FULL DAY EXPEDITION RIDE (PARADISE VALLEY)

PRICE: $375 per person
DURATION: 7 hours
DEPARTURE: 9:00 AM
CANCELLATION: 24 hours

HORSEBACK VACATIONS

Riding tours through the awe-inspiring magnificence of the Ghost River area, bordering Banff National Park. With flexible dates to accommodate various trip departures throughout the summer season.

INCLUDED: Home-cooked meals, a horse and saddle, experienced guides, and rustic cabin accommodations.
PRICE: $425 per person per day
DURATION: 2 or 4 days
CANCELLATION: 30 days in advance for a full refund

Please note: All trips depart from the Kananaskis Ranch.
In keeping with our continued efforts to build upon the resort’s year-round health and wellness experience, Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise will be undergoing renovations on the property grounds for a brand new state-of-the-art, eco-friendly, Thermal Wellness Facility from Spring 2023 to Summer 2024. All resort facilities will remain open during this time.

Construction noise may peak between 10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. daily, and there will be minimal physical impact to the guest experience as the construction area will not be accessible.
DISCOVER destination
SCENIC DRIVES

HIGHWAY 93 SOUTH AND KOOTENAY NATIONAL PARK
A popular wildlife corridor, Highway 93 South leads you to the uniquely Kootenay National Park. One of the worst fires in the Rockie’s history ravaged through this area in 2003 but there’s proof that beauty can come from ashes, as the scenery is now a photographer’s paradise. Charred wood juxtaposes vibrant green vegetation and glorious blue waters.

POINTS OF INTEREST:
• Stanley Glacier
• Marble Canyon
• Radium Hot Springs
• Mt. Whymper
• Book Lake Day Use Area
• Continental Divide
• Numa Creek
• Flow Lake
• Simpson River
• Paint Pots*
• Wildlife Sightseeing (Mountain Goats and Mountain Sheep)

HIGHWAY 1 WEST AND YOHO NATIONAL PARK
In the beautiful province of British Columbia just west of us lies the rugged and untouched beauty of Yoho National Park. Accessible by Highway 1 West, Yoho is home to the rich green coloured Emerald Lake and the natural rock formations of the Natural Bridge.

POINTS OF INTEREST:
• Emerald Lake
• Natural Bridge
• Takakkaw Falls
• Wapta Falls
• Welcome to BC sign
• Sherbrooke Lake Trailhead
• Spiral Tunnel Viewpoint
• Yoho National Park Visitor Center
• Finn Creek
• Mt. Drysdale Trailhead
• Faeder Lake
• Park Bridge

MINNEWANKA LOOP
Those in search of a short but beautiful drive when visiting Banff should consider the Minnewanka Loop. Keep your eyes peeled for sheep along the road, as well as plenty of elk and mule deer. The loop will take you past Two Jack Lake and the shores of Lake Minnewanka, the largest lake in Banff National Park. Lake Minnewanka is known amongst locals as a popular spot to admire the Northern Lights. Be sure to observe the updated aurora alerts.
THE ICEFIELDS PARKWAY - HIGHWAY 93 NORTH
One of the most scenic drives in the world, the Icefields Parkway is absolutely stunning. It has been voted the Third Most Scenic Highway in the world by National Geographic. It winds beside serene lakes and rushing rivers overlooking snow-capped mountain peaks and majestic glaciers.

POINTS OF INTEREST:
• Columbia Icefield
• Bow Lake
• Bow Summit (Peyto Lake)
• Wildlife Sightseeing (Elk, Mountain Goats and Mountain Sheep)

HIGHWAY 1A, BOW VALLEY PARKWAY
Winding its way through sun-speckled forest, the Bow Valley Parkway provides visitors with a scenic, convenient and leisurely route between Banff and Lake Louise. 48 kilometers of paved road showcase interesting roadside pull-offs with superb views, from flower-filled meadows to the multi-tiered pinnacles of Castle Mountain.

POINTS OF INTEREST:
• Morant’s Curve
• Castle Lookout Trailhead
• Castle Mountain Viewpoint
• Rockbound Lake
• Silverton Falls
• Moose Meadows
• Johnston Canyon
• Hillscale Meadow Viewpoint
• Backswap Viewpoint

Maps can be found at the Concierge desk and we will be happy to review the highlights with you prior to taking these drives.
COACH TOURS

COLUMBIA ICEFIELD DISCOVERY
Operated by Pursuit
Operates from May 6, 2023

Travel up the 93 North to the Columbia Icefield where its melted water feeds the streams and rivers that flow into the Arctic, Atlantic and the Pacific oceans. This drive is filled with spectacular scenery, making it one of the most scenic highways in North America. Take the Ice Explorer and travel onto a moving glacier, tour the ancient ice and drink the fresh waters of the glacier. Complete your adventure with a five minute shuttle to the Glacier Skywalk - Canada’s first attraction of its kind. Gain a unique perspective of nature at its finest as you stand 280 meters above Sunwapta Valley. Throughout the day a guide will be explaining all that you see, and will be available to answer any questions you may have. A hot lunch is included at the Columbia Icefield Glacier Discovery Centre. (Self driving is an option).

DURATION: 7.5 hours
DEPARTURE: DAILY 9:15 AM - 5:00 PM
PRICE: Adults $315+GST | Children (6-15 years) $205+GST | Children 5 and under are complimentary
CANCELLATION: 24 hours

MOUNTAIN LAKES AND WATERFALLS
Operated by Pursuit
Operates from May 6, 2023

Departing Lake Louise, this guided excursion explores the natural attractions of Yoho National Park in British Columbia. Cross the Great Divide to the Spiral Railway Tunnels, where three lines of railways are laid at different elevations to cross the Kicking Horse River on four bridges. Explore the trails by Takkakaw Falls, the second highest waterfall in Canada. Enjoy a barbecue lunch at the jewel of Emerald Lake before your return to Lake Louise.

DURATION: 5 hours
DEPARTURE: 10:00 AM
PRICE: Adults $203+GST | Children (12 and under) $132+GST | Complimentary for children under 5
CANCELLATION: 24 hours
**EVENING WILDLIFE SAFARI**  
*Operated by Discover Banff Tours, 50 minute drive from Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise*

Discover the challenges of protecting animals and their habitat in Banff National Park. On this evening journey, travel through a variety of landscapes and learn about wildlife and their interrelationships. Leave the Safari with a greater understanding of the land and the animals that are seen on 95 per cent of our tours.

**PRICES:** $63+GST per adult | $36+GST per child (6-12 years) | Complimentary for children under 5 (if sharing a seat with an adult)  
**DURATION:** 2 hours  
**DEPARTURE:**  
• April 10 - May 9: 6:30 PM  
• May 10 - July 31: 7:30 PM  
• August 1 - September 9: 6:30 PM  
• September 10 - October 9: 5:30 PM  
**CANCELLATION:** 48 hours

---

**DISCOVER GRIZZLY BEARS**  
*Operated by Discover Banff Tours, Samson Mall (7 minute drive from Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise)*  
*Operates June - September*

Visit the orphaned Grizzly Bear Boo as he romps and plays in his natural habitat. Your guided sightseeing tour to the Grizzly Bear Refuge will include stops at Emerald Lake, Takakkaw Falls and Kicking Horse Canyon. Ride the Gondola at Kicking Horse Mountain for an eagle eye view of the grizzly country and enjoy a gourmet lunch at Canada’s highest restaurant. Meeting point at the Samson Mall in the hamlet of Lake Louise.

**PRICE:** $256+GST per adult | $124+GST per child (6-12 years) | Complimentary for children under 5 (if sharing a seat with an adult)  
**DURATION:** 10 hours  
**DEPARTURE:** 8:30 AM from Samson Mall  
**CANCELLATION:** 48 hours

*This activity is available to book on request.  
Please contact Concierge to reserve your space.*
Visiting the Columbia Icefield and the Athabasca Valley is like peering into the heart of the planet. Here, guests can fully experience the powerful force of the Columbia Icefield and learn about the fascinating history of this ever-evolving, ancient area. On this incredible experience you’ll travel on a massive Ice Explorer all-terrain vehicle to the Athabasca Glacier, a 10,000-year-old sheet of ice, where you can walk on, feel and drink from the glacier. From there, you’ll head to the glass-floored Skywalk for a jaw-dropping walk at the cliff’s edge. Skywalk tickets can be purchased on their own.

**COLUMBIA ICEFIELD ADVENTURE**
INCLUDING ICE EXPLORER TOUR AND SKYWALK
Operates May 6 - October 9, 2023
PRICE: $97+GST per adult (16+ years) | $63.05+GST per child (6-15 years) | Ages 5 & under ride for free when sharing a seat with an adult
*Prices vary depending on departure date. Prices are subject to change at any time.
TIME:
• May 6 - May 19: 11:00 AM to 4:00 PM
• May 20 - September 30: 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM
• October 1 - October 9: 11:00 AM to 4:00 PM
*Departure times and dates are subject to change. Tours depart every hour from the Columbia Icefield Centre. Tour times fill quickly and do sell out on some days. We strongly recommend booking your ticket and reserving a tour time before you visit.

**SKYWALK TICKETS ONLY**
WITHOUT ICE EXPLORER TOUR
Operates May 6 - October 9, 2023
PRICE: $37+GST per adult | $24.05+GST per child | Age 5 & under complimentary
*Prices vary depending on departure date. Prices are subject to change at any time.
TIME:
• May 6 - May 19: 11:00 AM to 5:00 PM
• May 20 - September 30: 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM
• October 1 - October 9: 11:00 AM to 5:00 PM
*Dates are subject to change. Weather dependent
Welcome to a world where snow and ice, rock and sky dominate the land. A world where nature rules and humans look on in awe. The Columbia Icefield is the largest mass of ice in the Rocky Mountains. Straddling the boundaries of Alberta and British Columbia as well as Banff and Jasper National Parks, the icefield stretches for more than 25 km across the Continental Divide. It’s snow melt flows across North America to the Atlantic, the Arctic and the Pacific Oceans. The most accessible part of the Icefield is the Athabasca Glacier, a six kilometer tongue of ice, just kilometers from the Icefields Parkway. During the summer, guides lead adventure seekers from around the world onto this slow moving river of ice. It’s a world few people ever see, let alone experience first hand.

**ICEWALK DELUXE**
Operates mid-June to late-September

On this iconic full-day interpretive adventure, you will travel the entire tongue of the Athabasca Glacier. The professional ACMG certified guides will lead you to the stunning icefalls at the head of the valley, where you will enjoy your lunch among the seracs (pillars of ice) and towering peaks of the Canadian Rockies. The longer tour provides more opportunities to explore the glacier and learn about the unique features of this frozen landscape.

**PRICE:**
Adults $194.25+GST | Children (7-16 years) $94.50+GST

**DURATION:** 6 hours

**DISTANCE / ELEVATION:** 8.5km Round Trip, 330 m

**DEPARTURE:** 9:30 AM

**CLASSIC HALF DAY TOUR**
Discover the world of ice with the professional ACMG certified guides. This classic half-day interpretive tour explores the ice features on the lower glacier. You will enjoy superb views of the Canadian Rockies while seeing deep crevasses, waterfalls that cascade into the depths of the ice, and you’ll learn about the formation of glaciers and how they shape the landscape.

**PRICE:**
Adults $124.50+GST | Children (7-16 years) $65+GST

**DURATION:** 3 hours

**DISTANCE / ELEVATION:** 5km Round Trip, 200 m

**DEPARTURE:** 10:00 AM | 2:00 PM

**INDIGENOUS LED TOURS**
Guests will learn about the historical and current significance of the Columbia Icefield region through an Indigenous lens. Though no single Indigenous group was settled in the region, the mountain passes were used by several Nations for trading, both pre and post-European contact.

**PRICE:**
Adults $150+GST | Children (7-16 years) $70+GST

**DURATION:** 3 hours

**DISTANCE / ELEVATION:** 5km Round Trip, 200 m

**DEPARTURE:** 9:30 AM | 1:45 PM

**PRIVATE TOURS**
Looking for a personalized experience? You can book a private tour and your professional ACMG certified guide will create a tailored trip especially for your group. This is a great option if you want to experience all the incredible features of the ice at your own pace. Tours available as a full-day or half-day experience. Prices vary depending on group number and length of the tour.
CANADA’S HIGHEST
SUSPENSION BRIDGES

GOLDEN SKYBRIDGE
1 hour drive from Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise

As you perch 426 feet above an expansive canyon, engulfed by the Columbia Valley, the epic views from Golden’s newest, must-visit attraction will take your breath away. The Golden Skybridge rewards with views of the Rocky and Purcell mountain ranges like you’ve never seen before, while a crashing river and 200-foot waterfall thunders below.

May 12 - June 23: Monday – Friday, 10:00 AM – 6:00 PM* | Saturday & Sunday, 10:00 AM – 8:00 PM*
June 24 - September 4: Daily, 10:00 AM – 8:00 PM*
September 5 - October 9: Monday – Friday, 10:00 AM – 6:00 PM* | Saturday & Sunday, 10:00 AM – 8:00 PM*

*Please Note: last entry is 30 minutes prior to closing

ADVENTURE PASS
Make the most of your visit to Canada’s highest suspension bridges with these adrenaline-spiking rides and activities. You will experience the scenery from an entirely different perspective.

Package Includes:
• Golden Skybridge Admission
• Canyon Edge Challenge Course
• Sky Zipline
• Axe Throwing
• Climbing Wall

PRICE: Adults $64+GST | Children $56+GST

GENERAL ADMISSION
Explore the three kilometers of walking trails, take in the epic views from two of Canada’s highest suspension bridges and then enjoy a bite to eat and drink in our casual outdoor dining area while you let the kids burn off some energy in our mini adventure park.

PRICE: Adults $35.10+GST | Children $22.50+GST
CANMORE CAVE TOUR
Operated by Canmore Caving,
1.25 hours from Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise

EXPLORER TOUR
The adventure begins with a 20-30 minute hike up a mountain trail to the cave entrance. Your guide will introduce you to the amazing world of caves and you will spend approximately two hours underground, crawling past prehistoric bones, investigating our ancient cave formations and even squeezing into places like the warm-up and challenge squeezes (if you so choose of course!). This is a great option for families with younger members, large groups, team building or those who don’t have quite enough time for the adventure tour.

PRICE: Adults $135+GST | Children (10-15 years) $115+GST
DURATION: 4.5 hours (2.5 hours underground)
AGE: Minimum 10 years or older
DEPARTURE: 9:30 AM, 11:00 AM, 12:30 PM

ADVENTURE TOUR
The Adventure Tour is a flagship tour and has been recognized as a Canadian Signature Experience. As the longest tour offered in Rat’s Nest Cave, the Adventure Tour is the complete package. Cavers will rappel 18 m (that’s six stories!) into the cave. You will have the opportunity to push your limits in the warm-up squeeze, challenge squeeze and the Laundry Chute – a section of the cave that adds a little extra challenge but a whole lot of extra fun. Visit the impressive Grand Gallery – the largest known room in the cave, then surround yourself with ancient cave formations in the grotto. This underground tour lasts approximately four hours.

PRICE: Adults $175+GST | Youth (12-15) $145+GST
DURATION: 6 hours (4 hours underground)
AGE: Minimum 12 Years or older
DEPARTURE: 8:45 AM, 10:15 AM, 11:45 AM

SOLITUDE TOUR
Imagine the peacefulness of having the entire cave to yourself with just the company of your guide, and the freedom to experience the cave your way. Spend up to four hours exploring the cave, taking photographs, squeezing, napping, rappelling, meditating and almost anything else you can imagine. It’s your story to write!

PRICE: Adults $499+GST (up to 2 Cavers, each additional Caver $129+GST
DURATION: 6 hours (4 hours underground)
AGE: Minimum 10 years and older
DEPARTURE: Please contact Concierge for available times.
ROCK CLIMBING TOURS
Operated by Yamnuska Mountain Adventures

The Canadian Rockies surrounding Banff, Canmore and Lake Louise are a rock climber’s paradise with climbs and areas suitable for every level of climber. Outdoor rock climbing is an unbelievably exhilarating sport and we invite you to learn rock-climbing basics for beginners with Yamnuska Mountain Adventures. Instruction, use of equipment and rock shoes when available are included in all packages.

Must be arranged in advance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOUR</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>DURATION</th>
<th>AGE</th>
<th>DEPARTURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HALF DAY ROCK CLIMBING</td>
<td>$495+GST per person</td>
<td>3 to 4 Hours</td>
<td>Minimum Age is 5 years old</td>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$660+GST for groups of 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$720+GST for groups of 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$780+GST for groups of 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FULL DAY ROCK CLIMBING</td>
<td>$595+GST per person</td>
<td>7 to 8 Hours</td>
<td>Minimum Age is 5 years old</td>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$700+GST for groups of 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$780+GST for groups of 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$860+GST for groups of 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Half and full day tours operate out of the town of Canmore. Transportation is not included. $60 travel cost surcharge applies to groups wishing to meet at Lake Louise. Minimum age is four years old. All participants under the age of 18 must be accompanied by an adult.
Operated by Mount Norquay Ski Resort

Banff’s “Via Ferrata” (Italian for the “Iron Road”), is a must-do experience for thrill seekers. It’s a different kind of mountaineering – led by a certified guide, you’ll climb your way up the cliffs above Banff’s Mt Norquay ski area. Guided by a series of cables, fixed anchors, ladders and a suspension bridge, the thrill is there but so are safety procedures. No climbing experience is necessary.

**EXPLORER ROUTE**
This tour involves spending a few hours with your guide, getting introduced to the equipment, heading up a few pitches and crossing the suspension bridge.

*Activity will cover 1 km distance and 145 m elevation gain*

**PRICE:** $180+GST per person  
**DURATION:** 2-2.5 hours round trip  
**AGE:** 12 years minimum and 88 lbs  
**DEPARTURE:**  
  • June 11 to September 11: 9:00 AM & 2:00 PM  
  • September 12 to October 9: 10:30 AM & 3:30 PM

**SKYLINE ROUTE**
Skyline includes an exciting high traverse on a sheer rock wall and crosses an “airy” 55m suspension bridge. Your effort is amply rewarded at the top, with outstanding panoramic views where the Rocky Mountains stretch out in every direction. With Banff as a backdrop over 1000 meters below, enjoy the uber-scenic ridgecrest descent.

*Activity will cover 2.5 km distance and 290 m elevation gain*

**PRICE:** $290+GST per person  
**DURATION:** 4.5-5 hours  
**AGE:** 14 years minimum and 88 lbs  
**DEPARTURE:**  
  • June 11 to September 11: 9:00 AM & 10:30 AM  
  • September 12 to October 9: 10:00 AM & 11:00 AM

**RIDGEWALKER ROUTE**
A half day Via Ferrata route. Climb further and experience sheer vertical drops as you traverse the Memorial, Sunrise and Vista buttresses, as well as the suspension bridge.

*Activity will cover 1.4km distance and 260 m elevation gain*

**PRICE:** $235+GST per person  
**DURATION:** 3.5-4 hours  
**AGE:** 12 years minimum and 88 lbs  
**DEPARTURE:**  
  • June 11 to September 11: 10:00 AM, 1:30 PM & 2:30 PM  
  • September 12 to October 9: 9:30 AM & 11:00 AM

**SUMMITEER ROUTE**
The Summiteer is the apex experience, and the longest of all 4 routes. A continuation of the Skyline route, this 6-hour adventure traverses the alpine ridge and crosses an additional three-wire suspension bridge over an impressive couloir. Be awed by the breathtaking 360-degree views of the Canadian Rockies as you enjoy a well-earned (and included) lunch on the East Summit of Mt Norquay. After your tour, unwind and share in the stoke at the Cliffhouse Bistro with a beverage and appetizers – also included in your tour.

*Activity will cover 3.2 km distance and 360 m elevation gain*

**PRICE:** $370+GST per person  
**DURATION:** 5-6 hours  
**AGE:** 14 years minimum and 88 lbs  
**DEPARTURE:**  
  • June 11 to September 11: 8:30 AM & 9:30 AM  
  • September 12 to October 9: 9:30 AM
EXPLORER ROUTE

This tour involves spending a few hours with your guide, getting introduced to the equipment, heading up a few pitches and crossing the suspension bridge.

*Activity will cover 1 km distance and 145 m elevation gain*

PRICE: $185+GST per person

DURATION: 2 - 2.5 hours round trip

AGE: 12 years minimum and 88 lbs

DEPARTURE:
- June 10 to September 10: 9:00 AM | 2:00 PM | 3:00 PM
- September 11 to October 8: 10:00 AM | 3:00 PM

RIDGEWALKER ROUTE

A half day Via Ferrata route. Climb further and experience sheer vertical drops as you traverse the Memorial, Sunrise and Vista buttresses, as well as the suspension bridge.

*Activity will cover 1.4 km distance and 260 m elevation gain*

PRICE: $240+GST per person

DURATION: 3.5 - 4 hours

AGE: 12 years minimum and 88 lbs

DEPARTURE:
- June 10 to September 10: 10:00 AM | 1:30 PM | 2:30 PM
- September 11 to October 8: 9:30 AM | 1:00 PM | 2:00 PM

ALPINIST ROUTE

This 4-4.5 hr via ferrata tour takes in all that the popular Ridgewalker tour offers but continues out, and along the ridge to the epic Norquay “Panoramadome”, then follows the scenic narrow crest of the mountain. *Expect continuous moderate to strenuous exertion, with brief breaks.*

*Activity will cover 1.9 km distance and 305m elevation gain*

PRICE: $270+GST per person

DURATION: 4 - 4.5 hours

AGE: 12 years minimum and 88 lbs

DEPARTURE:
- June 10 to September 10: 8:30 AM | 1:00 PM
- September 11 to October 8: 9:30 AM | 12:30 PM

SKYLINE ROUTE

Skyline includes an exciting high traverse on a sheer rock wall and crosses an “airy” 55m suspension bridge. Your effort is amply rewarded at the top, with outstanding panoramic views where the Rocky Mountains stretch out in every direction. With Banff as a backdrop over 1000 meters below, enjoy the uber-scenic ridgecrest descent.

*Activity will cover 2.5 km distance and 290 m elevation gain*

PRICE: $295+GST per person

DURATION: 4.5-5 hours

AGE: 14 years minimum and 88 lbs

DEPARTURE:
- June 10 to September 10: 9:00 AM | 10:30 AM
- September 11 to October 8: 10:00 AM | 11:00 AM

SUMMITEER ROUTE

The Summiteer is the apex experience for Norquay’s Via Ferrata, and the longest of all 4 routes. A continuation of the Skyline route, this 6-hour adventure traverses the alpine ridge and crosses an additional three-wire suspension bridge over an impressive couloir. Be awed by the breathtaking 360-degree views of the Canadian Rockies as you enjoy a well-earned (and included) lunch on the East Summit of Mt Norquay. After your tour, unwind and share in the stoke at the Cliffhouse Bistro with a beverage and appetizers – also included in your tour.

*Activity will cover 3.2 km distance and 360 m elevation gain*

PRICE: $370+GST per person

DURATION: 5-6 hours

AGE: 14 years minimum and 88 lbs

DEPARTURE:
- June 10 to September 10: 8:30 AM | 9:30 AM
- September 11 to October 8: 9:30 AM
WHITE WATER RAFTING

WILD WATER ADVENTURES
Opens June 2023

Experience the thrills and white water of the historic Kicking Horse River and experience the best whitewater in the region! No previous experience is required for these half-day excursions. Life jackets, wetsuits, fleece sweaters, wetsuit booties, helmets and spray jackets are included. Hot and cold beverages, along with baked treats and fresh fruit will await you at the end of your trip. Warm, comfortable change rooms to store your clothes while rafting and to change in after the end of your trip are provided.

For those wishing to have only their family or cohorts on board the Build you Own Boatload is perfect! Applicable to all Wild Water rafting trips listed below. The minimum age and weights per trip still applies.

GENTLE
June 25 - September 3 2023
Ideal for families with younger children and rafters looking for a taste of whitewater without getting too wet. Starting within Yoho National Park boundaries, the Gentle offers a fun and splashy introduction to whitewater rafting amidst stunning mountain scenery. BBQ lunch upgrade option available for morning departures.

PRICE: $105+GST per adult (12 and older) | $83+GST per youth (8-11 years)
BBQ UPGRADE: $25+GST per person
DURATION: 3 (River time is 1.5 hours)
AGE: 8 years and minimum 50 lbs
DEPARTURE: 8:45 AM Daily | 1:45 PM Sun/Thurs
CANCELLATION: 48 Hours

THE TRADITION
Friday - Sunday, June 9 - 30
Daily, July 1 - September 3
This traditional Kicking Horse River rafting trip combines the beauty and peaceful upper section of the river with the more exciting rapids found in our Whitewater Exciter half day trip, plus you’ll enjoy a delicious barbecue lunch served back at the RiverBase following the trip.

PRICE: $183+GST per person
DURATION: 5 hours (River time is 2.5 hours)
AGE: 12 years and minimum 90 lbs
DEPARTURE: 8:45 AM at base
CANCELLATION: 48 Hours
WHITewater EXCITER

Daily, May 20 - September 10
Never been rafting before? Been rafting before but want something more? This non-stop BIG whitewater action trip near Banff is sure to satisfy whether it’s your first or 15th time on a river! The Whitewater Exciter is our flagship trip; over 120,000 rafters have enjoyed this exceptional stretch of the Kicking Horse River since 1992.

PRICE: $125+GST per person
BBQ UPGRADE: $25+GST per person
DURATION: 3.5 hours (River time is 1.5 hours)
AGE: 12 years and minimum 90 lbs
DEPARTURE: 8:45 AM | 1:45 PM
LOCATION: RiverBase Day Lodge
CANCELLATION: 48 hours

MAXIMUM HORSEPOWER

Wednesdays and Saturdays, July 19 - August 26
When only the BEST, wettest and most exciting will do! Get your whitewater adrenaline fix on this ‘Double Shot’ of Kicking Horse rafting action. 24 kilometers, 28 rapids in the smallest, most extreme paddle rafts available on the river. Twice the rapids; twice the action!

PRICE: $220+GST per adult
DURATION: 3 hours
AGE: 16 years and minimum 100 lbs
DEPARTURE: Wednesday & Saturday 1:45 PM
CANCELLATION: 48 Hours

THE ADVENTURE FLOAT

Mondays and Fridays, July 3 - August 28
The Adventure Float is exactly that: a relaxing, mellow float down a quiet section of the Kicking Horse River, offered later in the day. Guests will enjoy Rocky Mountain ‘magic light’ as shafts of golden sunlight stretch out between the peaks and down to the river valley.

PRICE: $100+GST per adult (12 and older) | $79+GST per youth (8-11 years)
DURATION: 3 hours
AGE: 16 years and minimum 100 lbs
DEPARTURE: Wednesday & Saturday 1:45 PM
CANCELLATION: 48 Hours
**HYDRA RIVER GUIDES**
This is the Kicking Horse River, the best whitewater experience from Banff. Hydra River Guides is proud to introduce you to the river we call home. No matter what kind of adventure you’re looking for, we’ve got you covered. From a gentle ride that’s family friendly, to our ever popular Kicking Horse Classic tour, or those looking for major thrills later in the day, we have something for everyone!

**THE FAMILY WHITELWATER**
Perfect for our littles! The Family Whitewater is for those seeking a calm river experience. Enjoy a serene 1-hour float down the Kicking Horse River, with stunning views and small splashes.

PRICE: $99+GST per adult (ages 12+) | $89+GST per child (ages 8 - 11)
LUNCH UPGRADE: $15+GST per person
DURATION: 2 - 2.5 hours (River time is 1 hour)
AGE: 8 years and minimum 50 lbs
DEPARTURE: 9:15 AM
CANCELLATION: 48 hours

**KICKING HORSE CLASSIC**
This unforgettable journey begins calmly, then it’s onto the mighty rapids the Kicking Horse is famous for. As the canyon narrows, the waves build, drenching rafters in continuous rapids finishing 20 km downstream. Transportation from Samson Mall available may be available upon request.

MORNING PRICE: $125+GST per person
AFTERNOON PRICE: $135+GST per person
DURATION: 3 hours (River time is 2 hours)
AGE: 12 years and minimum 90 lbs
DEPARTURE: 9:15 AM | 1:15 PM
CANCELLATION: 48 hours

**THE LAST WALTZ**
Named for our last rapid, the Last Waltz is our final trip of the day. Similar to the classic trip this tour navigates you through the upper and middle canyons of the Kicking Horse River.
Please Note: No transportation is available for this trip.

PRICE: $99+GST per person
DURATION: 3.5 hours (River time is 2 hours)
AGE: 12 years and minimum 90 lbs
DEPARTURE: 3:45 PM (Jul 1, - Sept 3, 2022)
CANCELLATION: 48 hours
FLOAT TRIPS

BOW RIVER FLOATS
Operated by Rocky Mountain Raft Tours
1-hour from Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise

Sit back, relax and take in the serenity and peacefulness of the Canadian Rockies! Rocky Mountain Raft Tours offers environmentally friendly, scenic, guided float trips on the Bow River within Banff National Park. Families, seniors and children are all welcome. Their rafts are customized with elevated floorboards so that your shoes even stay dry!

HOODOO TOUR
We launch at the base of the Bow River Falls, near the Fairmont Banff Springs Golf Course. During the journey we travel approximately 7 km down the Bow River between Tunnel Mountain and Mount Rundle, past the Hoodoos and land near the towering face of Mount Rundle. This gentle raft is the perfect way to intimately enjoy the beauty of the mountains and our World Heritage Site. You may spot wildlife in its natural habitat!

PRICE: $70+GST per adult | $30+GST per child (2-12)
DURATION: 1-hour
DEPARTURE: 10:20 AM | 11:20 AM | 1:20 PM | 3:20 PM | 5:20 PM
MINIMUM AGE: 2
CANCELLATION: 48 hours
Fish on the world-renowned upper Bow River. These pristine mountain waters harbor some of the most spectacular trout fishing in the province of Alberta. This stretch of river is strictly ‘catch and release’ for the Brown Trout that the Bow River is famous for. There are few places in the world with views like this of the Upper Bow River. The rugged peaks of the Albertan Rockies will take your breath away.

Lunch is not included in float trip price.

**FLOAT AND WADE (FULL DAY)**
PRICE: $700+GST+Fishing License Cost*
DURATION: 7.5 hours
DEPARTURE: 9:00 AM
CANCELLATION: 72 hours

**FLOAT AND WADE (HALF DAY)**
PRICE: $600+GST+Fishing License Cost*
DURATION: 5.5 hours
DEPARTURE: 9:00 AM

*Maximum two guests per boat.

**WALK AND WADE (FULL DAY)**
PRICE: $650+GST+Fishing License Cost/ for groups of up to 2 anglers*
DURATION: 7.5 hours
DEPARTURE: 9:00 AM
CANCELLATION: 72 hours

**WALK AND WADE (HALF DAY)**
PRICE: $550+GST+Fishing License Cost/ for groups of up to 2 anglers*
DURATION: 5.5 hours
DEPARTURE: 9:00 AM

*an additional angler may be added for an additional $175

Minimum participant age is 14 years old.
Fishing licenses fees *:
Out of Country Visitor: $26.63/day or $55/week (7 days)
Out of Province Visitor: $25/day or $41/week (7 days)
*Licenses are required for all guests 16 years and older.
MINNEWANKA LAKE FISHING
Lake Minnewanka is the largest lake in Banff National Park and is home to trophy size Lake Trout and Jumbo Rockies. The boats are exceedingly well equipped with required safety equipment and VHF Radios. They are fully outfitted with sophisticated fish finding equipment and carry all the fishing gear you need to spin cast, fly-fishing, jig or troll. They offer unrivaled knowledge of this large lake and can some with pride that their success rate is phenomenal. There may also be the opportunities to view bears, bighorn sheep, elk, wolf, coyote, deer, bald eagles, golden eagles, diving ducks and many other animals. Both novice anglers and families are welcome as this is an easy fun trip for you.

PRICE:
Includes all gear + licenses
1 Angler $718.75+GST
2 Anglers $364.38+GST
3 Anglers $290+GST
4 Anglers $252.81+GST
5 Anglers $230.50+GST
6 Anglers $215.63+GST
Children ages 6-15 and non-fishers add $100+GST to the applicable total of 2 - 5 adults from above
Children ages 6 and under free
DURATION: 4.5 hours
DEPARTURE: 8:00 AM and 1:00 PM from the dock
ALPINE HELICOPTER TOURS

Alpine Helicopter Tours provide helicopter sightseeing tours and heli-hiking adventures in the Canadian Rocky Mountains from its tour facility located at the Canmore Municipal Heliport (22km east of Banff and 1-hour east of Lake Louise). Looking for a unique flight over Canmore or Banff and its surrounding peaks? Have a certain vista you would like to view from above? We can make it happen with custom charters offering heli-adventures.

CONTINENTAL DIVIDE TOUR
The Continental Divide is not only an extension of the Three Sisters Peaks Tour. It’s a journey that will take you deeper into the most majestic landscape Canada has to offer. Soaring over the Goat Ranges and following the Sundance Range of Banff National Park, you will gaze at mountain peaks, alpine meadows and frozen lakes along the Continental Divide.

PRICE: $490+GST per person
DURATION: 45 minutes

THREE SISTERS PEAK TOUR
This will be the most action packed 12 minutes of your life. Your adventure will take you past the Three Sisters peaks as you spectacularly escape to the Spray Valley. You will see the magnificent Goat Range and observe the radiant aqua blue/green colors of the Spray Lakes. Your return flight will provide views of the Bow River as it meanders back towards the Town of Canmore.

PRICE: $290+GST per person
DURATION: 25 minutes

MARVEL PASS PRIVATE CHARTER
This tour is treated as a private charter and therefore your privacy is guaranteed. Flying south from Canmore you will pass the Three Sisters, the Spray Reservoir and the high ridges to Marvel Lake and the famous Mount Assiniboine, also known as the “Matterhorn of the Rockies”. The pilot takes you in for a close-up look at the hanging glaciers before heading south to Marvel Pass. You are dropped off at 7,200ft, close to Cabin Lake, surrounded by larch trees, small lakes and towering peaks. This spectacular location offers breathtaking vistas, which are perfect for marriage proposals. You can spend up to 20 minutes at this magnificent location before re-boarding for the 15-minute return flight back to the Canmore base.

PRICE: $1450+GST per couple | $380+GST per additional guest (maximum 4 passengers per flight)
DURATION: 55 minutes

MT. ASSINIBOINE & GLACIERS TOUR
This sensational flight incorporates all the sights of the previous tours in addition to transporting you to the “Matterhorn of the Canadian Rockies” which rises majestically to 3,611m (11,870ft) along the Great Divide. The surrounding glaciers and icefalls will astound you and capture your imagination where you will get up close and personal with the Gloria Glacier as it clings onto Mount Assiniboine. This is an experience you will not forget!

PRICE: $390+GST per person
DURATION: 35 minutes
ROCKIES HELI CANADA
1.5 hours from Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise

Jaw dropping vistas, knowledgeable guides and excitement all rolled into one. Choose between three different tours ranging from 20 minutes to 55 minutes. On these incredible tours you will witness awe-inspiring glaciers, ice fields, (frozen) lakes, waterfalls and more spectacular scenery. Enjoy the scenic drive or be picked up from The Chateau for $100+GST per person with 48 hours notice. Please note that a one hour exploration hike/snowshoe (dependent on weather conditions) can be added for $79+GST per person. Heli-Fishing & Heli-Hiking is also available. Please ask the Concierge for details.

SIX GLACIERS TOUR
Get ready for the most awe-inspiring 20 minutes of your life! Deep in the heart of the Canadian Rockies, you’ll lift off to an incredible view of Abraham Lake and soar at a cool 100mph, 9000 ft (2900m) over Cline Pass. This helicopter tour is chock full of natural beauty, glaciers and waterfalls, including many amazing sights you have to see from above!

PRICE: $199+GST per person | Add a one hour exploration hike for an additional $79+GST per person. Sparkling wine and picnic also offered for additional $19+GST and $20+GST respectively. Deluxe picnics can be purchased for $30+GST.
DURATION: 20 minutes

EPIC SUMMIT & ICEFIELD TOUR
This popular tour is an action packed 30-minute adventure that takes you over the beautiful Wilson Icefield and its many crevasses. You will launch from the exclusive icefields base and fly over the spectacular Wilson Icefield, then you will fly over an impressive 10,000 ft pass (3200m). You will also enjoy spectacular views of the Cline, Lion and Lioness glaciers. Finally, you will view a spectacular 900 ft waterfall flowing from two aqua lakes.

PRICE: $379+GST per person | Add a one hour exploration hike for an additional $79+GST per person. Sparkling wine and picnic also offered for additional $19+GST and $20+GST respectively.
DURATION: 30 minutes

THE COMPLETE COLUMBIAN ICEFIELD TOUR
Our most extensive helicopter tour includes the best of the Rockies and takes you to incredible heights, over aqua green lakes, massive glaciers and spectacular waterfalls. You will launch from our Icefields base and soar over the massive field of ancient ice that is made up of 125m (325 sq.km) of solid waterfalls. This tour will have you soaring at an impressive altitude of 12,500 ft (4000m) and you will never forget the raw, untouched beauty you were able to discover through our unique heli tour.

PRICE: $699+GST per person
DURATION: 55 minutes

LOVE IN THE ROCKIES PRIVATE FLIGHT
Only the truly romantic need apply! Enjoy this private flight tour, plus a 1-hour wilderness stop with your special someone in the middle of the backcountry! Share a demi-bottle of sparkling wine, some decadent dessert and a stroll to a waterfall, before flying back to the Icefields Adventure base to collect your souvenir photo.

PRICE: $799+GST per couple for 6 Glaciers flight plus 1 hour mountain-top stop, $399+GST per additional guest. $1699+GST per couple for The Complete Columbia Icefields flight plus 1 hour stop, $599+GST per additional guest.
DURATION: 80-minutes for 6 Glaciers flight plus stop | 115 minutes for complete Columbia Icefields flight plus stop
TANDEM PARAGLIDING
Operated by Canadian Rockies Tandem Paragliding, 1.25 hours from Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise

Fly like an eagle as you soar up to 12,000 feet above the Rocky Mountains and over the Columbia Valley while tandem paragliding. Offering a bird’s eye view with a serving of adventure, this exciting offer is a great alternative to the Kicking Horse Mountain Resort gondola trip. Tandem paragliding offers a new perspective to enjoy the landscape - without a motor or noise - just the wind in your ears and the incredible feeling of flying. No previous experience is required, as a fully qualified and rated tandem pilot operates the controls. Recommended attire includes a pair of sturdy shoes, long pants and a light jacket.

PRICE: $280 per person, including GST and in-flight photos
DURATION: 2 hours

HELIPARAGLIDING
Operated by Canadian Rockies Tandem Paragliding, 1.25 hours from Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise

Experience the Canadian Rockies in a way that is unique to Golden. Heliparagliding is only offered in two other places in the world and is an excellent way to see the Rockies at 8,300 ft. Guests arrive by helicopter to a remote peak and then fly down on a tandem paraglider.

PRICE: $925 per person based on a group of two, including photos and video
DURATION: 2-3 hours

TANDEM SKY DIVING
Operated by Extreme Yeti Sky Dives, 1.25 hours from Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise

Together you and your professional skydiving instructor will pilot the parachute to the ground. After just 30 minutes of training you will be on your way to the experience of a lifetime. You will realize this doesn’t feel like falling at all; it feels like you’re floating in suspended air. The feeling of floating and flying is unlike anything you will ever experience. Skydivers believe the reason why birds sing is because they can fly! The aircraft will fly to 10,000 to 12,500 ft above the ground. When at jumping altitude, the door will open to a very strong wind that seems a little intimidating at first but you get used to it quickly after the adrenaline rush takes over. You will then move toward the door and take your first steps into space. Minimum age is 18 years. Weight restriction of 230 pounds.

PRICE: $329+GST per person
DURATION: 2 hours
AGE: 19+ and under 230 lb
SIGHTSEEING GONDOLA

LAKE LOUISE SIGHTSEEING GONDOLA
Operated by the Lake Louise Ski Resort
Open from May 19 to October 2, 2023

Experience the panoramic splendor of Lake Louise! The fourteen-minute ride travels to a maximum elevation of 2101 meters (6893 feet) where you can experience the majestic Canadian Rockies from a bird’s eye perspective. Enjoy the magnificent view from your choice of an open chair or fully enclosed gondola. Be sure to bring your camera to capture the beauty of Lake Louise, glaciers, natural springs, wildflowers and possibly some wildlife.

There is complimentary shuttle service to and from the Lake Louise gondola from our hotel. Please see the Concierge team for details on the ride and dine package (breakfast or lunch), interpretive programs and guided walks as well as for the current shuttle schedule.

PRICE:
Adults $60+GST
Youth (13 to 17) $25+GST
Children (ages 6-12) $13+GST
Children (5 & under) Free
*Rates are subject to change.

BANFF SULPHUR MOUNTAIN SIGHTSEEING GONDOLA
Operated by Pursuit

Banff Gondola is located just five minutes from the town of Banff, on the shoulder of Sulphur Mountain and in the heart of the Canadian Rockies. Enjoy 360 degree views from the upper gondola terminal, view-decks and Summit Ridge interpretive boardwalk. This is known as the very best and most accessible vantage point in the area. The Banff Gondola is wheelchair accessible and pet friendly.

PRICE: Adults $54-$78+GST | Children (6-15 years) $26-$39+GST
*Prices vary depending on date.
AGE: Children five and under are free

DEPARTURE:
• May 1 - June 11 | 8:00 AM - 9:00 PM
• June 28 - September 4 | 8:00 AM - 10:00 PM
• September 5 - October 9 | 8:00 AM - 9:00 PM

Non-refundable tickets are available at the Concierge Desk. Reservations in advance are strongly recommended.
VISIT THE TOWN OF BANFF

The town of Banff is a spirited place, alive with adventure and wonder. In all directions you’re surrounded by strikingly beautiful and rugged mountains that seem to burst straight out of the ground. You might see a herd of deer wandering down the main street during your early morning jog. The lively streets of downtown are lined with top-class restaurants, bars, and shops, as well as a vibrant range of art galleries and museums. The locals are warm, open, and genuinely connected to the inspiring environment in which they live. The town of Banff offers you endless options for rejuvenation and exploration every day.

SURPRISE CORNER

Surprise Corner is a spectacular viewpoint of the Fairmont Banff Springs Hotel and the Spray Valley. It is easily one of the most famous photo spots in Banff. The Surprise Corner viewpoint sits high above the Bow Falls off of Tunnel Mountain Road. You can access this trail by walking along the river and taking the stairs up to Buffalo Street. There’s also a small parking lot at the corner, with access to the Hoodoo trail.

THE WHYTE MUSEUM OF THE ROCKIES

Operated by The Peter and Catharine Whyte Foundation

The Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies introduces visitors to the history and culture of this unique mountain area. The museum offers a glimpse of the “spirit of the wilderness” through displays and programs. Its galleries feature the largest collection of Canadian Rockies art and historical artifacts.

HOURS OF OPERATION: DAILY 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM
PRICE: Adults $10+GST | Senior $9+GST | Students and Locals (with valid ID) $5+GST | Children (Under 12) Free
CAVE & BASIN NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE
Operated by Parks Canada

Cave and Basin has been a special place for Indigenous Peoples for over ten thousand years and continues to be so to this day. In 1883, three railway workers found the thermal springs, sparking a series of events that led to the creation of Canada’s first national park. Today, the site is a gathering place for sharing stories about conservation and the connection between people and the land in Parks Canada administered places. Visitors can enjoy interactive exhibits, short films, seasonal activities, and stunning views of the Rocky Mountains.

HOURS OF OPERATION: Daily 9:30 AM - 5:00 PM
PRICE: Adults $8.50+GST | Senior $7.00+GST | Youth (17 and under) Free

BANFF UPPER HOT SPRINGS
Operated by Canadian Rockies Hot Springs

Put the Banff Upper Hot Springs at the top of your list of things to do in Banff. Soak in the steamy hot mineral water where travelers have come to take the waters’ for over a hundred years. Banff National Park’s only hot springs pool welcomes you for an authentic heritage experience that is a favourite among visitors.

HOURS OF OPERATION: Daily 10:00 AM - 10:00 PM*
*Last entry at 9:30 PM
PRICE: Adults (18-64) $16.50+GST | Senior (65+) $14.25+GST | Youth (3-17) $14.25+GST | Child (Under 3) Free
RENTALS AVAILABLE: Towels, swimsuits and lockers are available for rent.
OPEN TOP TOURING
Operated by Pursuit

Soak in the Rockies’ Spectacular Attractions with Open Top Touring. Cruise through majestic mountain vistas aboard an Insta-worthy vintage-style vehicle. This fall head to Banff or Jasper, where you can travel back in time as you tour the region’s most jaw-droppingly beautiful destinations. Board a 1930s style automobile appointed with modern amenities and experience the rich culture and history of these Canadian National Parks. Open Top Touring offers a one-of-a-kind local experience to help you immerse yourself in the simplicity of nature and leave the rest behind.

LEGENDARY BANFF TOUR
Operates from May 19 - October 9, 2023
From Marilyn Monroe to Teddy the tourist-greeting bear, Banff has played host to legends of all stripes and species over the years. Adventure around Banff you’ll hear the true tales of unbelievable characters through the decades who helped make our mountain town the world-class destination it is today.
Along the way, expect awe-inspiring sights aboard our open-air, vintage-inspired vehicle en route to stops at Surprise Corner, Vermilion Viewpoint, Tunnel Mountain and Mount Norquay Viewpoint. Bring your camera for alpine photo-ops and kick back as our guides regale you with the stories of Banff’s legendary past.

PRICE: From $43 per adult | $29 per child (6-15)
DEPARTURE: 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM daily
DEPARTURE LOCATION: Mount Royal Hotel
DURATION: 90 minutes

LEGENDS OF JASPER TOUR
Operates from June 3 - October 9, 2023
Join us on an exploration of Jasper’s absolute best — from must-see scenery to strange-but-true tales — aboard the coolest ride in town. Sit back, relax and take in the sky-high views as our guides share captivating Jasper stories, recounting the incredible events that helped shape our spectacular mountain town. Along the way, you’ll stop at some of Jasper’s famed natural attractions including Pyramid Lake, Maligne Lookout, Patricia Lake and the Athabasca River.

PRICE: From $43 per adult | $29 per child (6-15)
DEPARTURE: 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM daily
DEPARTURE LOCATION: Crimson Hotel
DURATION: 90 minutes

UNCOVER LEGENDARY WATERTON IN TIMELESS STYLE
Operates from July 1 - September 17, 2023
Leave the driving to us and hop aboard our vintage-inspired vehicles, complete with open-top roof*, as we journey through Waterton Lakes National Park’s most spectacular locations. Along the way, our knowledgeable guides — decked out in retro uniforms — will share the little-known stories that have made the park legendary, from its eccentric namesake to the history of the iconic Prince of Wales Hotel.

PRICE: From $55 per adult | $36 per child (6-15)
DEPARTURE: 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM daily
DEPARTURE LOCATION: Prince of Wales Hotel or Pat’s Waterton Gas & Cycle Rental
DURATION: 90 minutes
LAKE MINNEWANKA BOAT CRUISE
Operated by Pursuit

Lake Minnewanka Cruise continues a tradition of connection in one of Banff’s most iconic locations. From human history that dates back over 10,000 years to the boat tours that have thrilled visitors for over a century, the timeless beauty of Lake Minnewanka has inspired wonder for countless generations. Under the lead of our knowledgeable captains, we share the long-cherished Minnewanka experience with our guests through history, geology, wildlife information and other fascinating stories.

CLASSIC CRUISE:
Our most popular cruise on the lake invites you to discover the story of Minnewanka Landing as you tour the beautiful valley landscape of Canada’s oldest National Park.
DEPARTURE: May 12 to October 9, 2023
PRICE: From $61+GST per adult (16+ years) | $39.65+GST per child (6-15 years) | Children five and under are complimentary while sharing a seat with an adult.
DURATION: 1 Hour

PREMIUM CRUISE:
Experience more of Lake Minnewanka. With extended time on the Rockies’ largest lake, you’ll enjoy more opportunities to see wildlife and beautiful vistas while taking in engaging stories from our guide and captain.
DEPARTURE: May 12 to October 1, 2023:
PRICE: From $72+GST per adult (16+ years) | $46.80+GST per child (6-15 years)
DURATION: 1.5 Hours

BEER CRUISE (18+ ONLY):
Tour the mighty Minnewanka while enjoying a selection of local craft beer with friends and family. Plus, you’ll receive a special take-home gift! Cold craft beer, lake-top adventure and stunning mountain views — it’s a winning combination.
DEPARTURE: May 19 to October 1, 2023
PRICE: From $84+GST per adult (18+ Only)
DURATION: 1.5 Hours

JUNIOR EXPLORER CRUISE:
Calling all junior adventurers! This cruise is specially made for children under 12 and their families. The experience includes a treasure hunt, games, cool treats and more!
DEPARTURE: June 23 to September 4, 2023
PRICE: From $61+GST per adult (16+ years) | One free child (6-15 years) for each full paying adult each additional child $39.65+GST
FAIRMONT BANFF SPRINGS GOLF COURSE
Renowned for its panoramic beauty, Fairmont Banff Springs Golf Course in Alberta is a captivating and challenging course set in the heart of Canada’s Rocky Mountains.

This golf course offers two simple things for the perfect golf vacation. Firstly, a breathtaking view in every direction, and secondly, a magnificent layout that thrills every golfer fortunate enough to spend a day on the green. Amateurs and professionals alike are typically impressed by its panoramic layout. From the actual hole design, to the optical illusions created by the surrounding mountains, this Alberta golf course will delight and challenge your skills.

Stanley Thompson, Canada’s master golf course architect, used his expert talent when he designed the original 18 holes in 1928. The course winds along the Bow River under the snow-capped peaks of Sulphur Mountain and Mount Rundle. In 1989, the course was complimented with the construction of an adjoining 9 holes, designed by Cornish and Robinson, resulting in 27 holes of championship Alberta golf.

STANLEY THOMPSON COURSE
Opening Date: May 12, 2023
Holes: 18 | Par: 71 | Length 6938 yards

18 HOLES
PRICE: variable, based on date and time
Club Rentals: $80+GST
*Golf Cart included in fee

TUNNEL MOUNTAIN COURSE
Open Date: May 5, 2023
Holes: 9 | Par: 36 | Length 3287

9 HOLE
PRICE: variable, based on date and time
Club Rentals: $50+GST
*Golf Cart included in fee

SILVERTIP GOLF CANMORE
Opening Date: May 10, 2023
Holes: 18 | Par: 72 | 5100 - 7200 yards depending on tee placement

Envision yourself standing at the edge of an immense, untouched wilderness reserve, gazing out across the 600 acres of peaks, grasslands and valleys. Feel the warmth of the sunshine as you take a deep breath of fresh mountain air. In this setting, you are easily distracted by the natural beauty. Focus instead by aligning yourself to spectacular mountain vistas or a crystal clear rundle stone pond.

18 HOLES
PRICE: variable, based on date and time
Club Rentals: $60
CANCELLATION: 48 Hours prior to tee-time
*Golf Cart included in fee an practice facilities included in fee
GOLDEN GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB
Opens April 28, 2023
Holes: 18 | Par: 72

The Golden Golf Club is an appealing combination of beautifully maintained fairways and untouched wilderness. West of Banff and Lake Louise, Golden is situated in the Columbia Valley between the famous Rocky and Purcell mountain ranges. This course is located just over an hour away from Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise.

18 HOLES
PRICE:
Monday & Tuesday $69.95+GST
Wednesday - Sunday $94.95+GST
Club Rentals: $25+GST for 9 Holes | $35+GST for 18 Holes
*Golf Cart included in fee

GREYWOLF GOLF COURSE
Holes: 18 | Par: 72

The Greywolf Golf Course has some of the most exquisite fairways, beautifully crafted bunkers and peaceful water holes. This golf course is one that is most memorable with its exciting Cliffhanger hole! Heading south from the Hotel into beautiful Panorama BC, this Golf Course is one that you will remember forever!

18 HOLES
PRICE:
Sunday - Thursday: $159+GST*
Friday - Saturday $179+GST*
Club Rentals: $65+GST
*Off-peak pricing varies
Golf Cart included in fee

9 HOLES
Available after 6:00 PM
PRICE: $99+GST
Golf Cart included in fee

GOLDEN GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB
Opens April 28, 2023
Holes: 18 | Par: 72

The Golden Golf Club is an appealing combination of beautifully maintained fairways and untouched wilderness. West of Banff and Lake Louise, Golden is situated in the Columbia Valley between the famous Rocky and Purcell mountain ranges. This course is located just over an hour away from Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise.

18 HOLES
PRICE:
Monday & Tuesday $69.95+GST
Wednesday - Sunday $94.95+GST
Club Rentals: $25+GST for 9 Holes | $35+GST for 18 Holes
*Golf Cart included in fee
Sanctuary Walk
This self-guided walk through the Sanctuary allows visitors to see the grounds and view our various packs of wolfdogs at your own pace. This is a great opportunity to learn interesting facts about wolfdogs and wolves, and support the Sanctuary.

Join the daily Wolfdog Wisdom Sessions throughout the day at 11:30 AM, 1:00 PM, 2:00 PM and 3:00 PM

HOURS OF OPERATION: Thursday - Monday, 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM
PRICE: Adult $28+GST | Youth (6-11) $16+GST
AGES: 6+

Intro Tour
This tour takes you inside our Engadine enclosure into a viewing platform with one of our guides. Enjoy the opportunity to learn all about the Sanctuary and get an introduction to what wolfdogs are all about through our 30-minute presentation. This is a great way to photograph one of our packs of wolfdogs as well as having full access to your very own wolfdog expert.

HOURS OF OPERATION: Saturday & Sunday only, 10:45 AM, 12:15 PM, 2:15 PM, 3:45 PM
DURATION: 30 minutes + Access to the Sanctuary Walk
PRICE: General admission $41+GST
AGES: 10+
Walk-ins welcome, however groups of 10+ require a booking

Interactive Tour
Come enjoy an up-close and interactive experience with our Yamnuska and Cascade Packs. Throughout this tour, you will gain a better understanding about wolf behaviour through the wolfdogs at our Sanctuary and how this behaviour fundamentally differs from that of domestic dogs. This is also a great opportunity to learn about the importance of wolves in our ecosystem, and why it’s so important to preserve them in our natural environment. This is an immersive experience with our ambassador wolfdogs that welcome you into their space, so be prepared to follow very specific guidelines throughout your tour. This tour requires an advanced booking. Maximum of 12 people per tour.

HOURS OF OPERATION: Thursday - Monday, 10:30 AM, 12:00 PM, 2:00 PM and 3:30 PM
DURATION: 45-60 minutes
PRICE: $65+GST per person
AGES: 15+
Please see the Concierge team for full details on any of the following activities or for more suggestions:

• Heritage Hall in the Mount Temple wing
• Shopping and restaurants in the hotel, the village of Lake Louise or Banff
• Visit the Parks Canada Visitor Centre in the village, offering a variety of great interpretive displays
• Borrow a local area guide book from the concierge and pursue it in a comfortable armchair in the Living Room located above the main lobby
• Social events, recreation programs and wellness programming
• Hikes and scenic drives

Should you require any further information, private services or special arrangements, please do not hesitate to contact the Concierge. It would be our pleasure to help make your stay with us as seamless and outstanding as possible.

Please note that 5% GST is not included in all prices listed unless specified otherwise.

Warm Regards,

The Concierge Team
GUIDED E-BIKE TOUR
Discover the natural beauty of Lake Louise on an e-bike tour to either Morant’s Curve or the Great Divide! Led by one of our Guest Activity Coordinators, you’ll explore the stunning landscapes of the Canadian Rockies while enjoying the extra boost of power from your e-bike. On the Morant’s Curve trail, you’ll learn about the area’s railway heritage and enjoy picturesque views of the Bow River Valley. On the Great Divide trails, you’ll experience the thrill of biking through mountain meadows and past pristine lakes, culminating in a stunning panoramic view from the top of the Great Divide. The trail you take will be decided day of by the Guest Activity Coordinator depending on weather and ability levels.

LOCATION: Meet at the Rental Shop
PRICE: $70+GST per person
DURATION: 3 hours
AGES: 13+
CANCELLATION: 3 hours prior to departure

EVENING GUIDED E-BIKE: MORANT’S CURVE
Experience the magic of Lake Louise at twilight on an e-bike tour to Morant’s Curve! This tour is perfect for those looking for a unique way to explore the area and take in its natural beauty. Lead by one of our Guest Activity Coordinators, you’ll pedal through the tranquil evening landscape, enjoying the peaceful stillness of the area. Along the way, you’ll learn about the history of the area and its significance to Canada’s railway heritage. E-bikes will provide an extra boost of power to help you navigate the terrain, but it will still need you to help with pedaling. Don’t miss this opportunity to experience the enchanting beauty of Lake Louise at twilight!

LOCATION: Meet at the Rental Shop
PRICE: $70+GST per person
DURATION: 3 hours
AGES: 13+
CANCELLATION: 3 hours prior to departure
FITNESS CLASSES

We offer an array of fitness and yoga classes that are designed to help guests maintain their wellness goals and routines while they are traveling. Join our certified instructors for fitness classes that are suitable for all experience levels, all you need is comfortable clothing that you can move in and active footwear; we provide everything else you need!

PRE-SKI STRETCH
Wake up, stretch out and set yourself up for a beautiful day before heading out on the slopes, getting in some snowshoeing or even just sitting down to enjoy a delicious breakfast. We will have you ready to take on the day with this gentle, full body 45 minute stretch.

CORE STRENGTH AND STRETCH
Get those rock-hard abs in this 45 minute long combo class focused on building strength and stability through the core, paired with a relaxing stretch out to finish off.

BOX FIT
Pick up a few new tips and tricks in our full body non-contact boxfit class. A combination of boxing movements and cardio exercises will keep the heart rate pumping for a hour long, high intensity class.

CIRCUIT TRAINING
When the temperature starts to drop and the snow is on its way, it can be a hard adjustment from your usual outdoor activities, so we designed an hour long circuit training class to keep you motivated and moving in the quieter months of the year.

HIIT TRAINING
Join us for a high intensity interval training class using short bursts of exercise with recovery periods, challenging cardiovascular fitness and muscular endurance. Get your heart rate up and burn lots of energy with this fast-paced body weight class, designed perfectly for in room workouts.

HULA HOOP CARDIO BLAST
Not every workout needs to be serious and strenuous. This class uses Hula Hoops and high energy music to get the heart rate pumping and the laughter flowing. Join us for a fun and light hearted hour long class, that will barely even feel like a workout.

BALANCE, BAND & RECOVERY
Join us for a relaxing and gentle 45 minute class using resistance bands to rebuild balance and much needed muscle recovery after spending your time exploring all the wonders Lake Louise has to offer.

STRETCH & ROLL
It’s time to wind down after a day of adventuring. Our 45 minute class with simple stretches and the use of a foam roller and massage balls to help fatigued muscles recover faster, will leave you feeling relaxed and ready for another day outdoors tomorrow.

SKI APRES STRETCH DOWN
Wind down and warm up after a day out on the mountains or continue your relaxing day of doing not much at all. With a slightly warmer room, we have just the remedy for those achy muscles and joints after a day of skiing in the mountains. Join us for a gentle 45 minute full body stretch and be ready to hit the slopes again tomorrow!
MORNING MOUNTAIN STRETCH
Slow warm up to awaken your body first thing in the morning. Sun Salutations to bring some energy, then moving into longer held stretches to open up for the day. Finish up the class with a long resting savasana to allow you to step up and off of your mat in an awakened state.

VINYASA YOGA FLOW
Join us for this all levels class! Start with some gentle movements then move through a strengthening & energizing flow and close class with some long held relaxing poses leaving you feeling tranquil and re-energized ready to take on the rest of your day.

RESTORATIVE YOGA AND YOGA NIDRA MEDITATION
Start class off with some supported long held restorative poses to gently warm up the body. After 30 minutes of movement we will find a supported savasana and begin a 20 minute guided meditation called Yoga Nidra. Yoga Nidra is an ancient style of yoga that helps the practitioner achieve a state of mind between wake and sleep, while enhancing your well-being. This state is similar to lucid dreaming and is often called yogic sleep.

STRESS RELEASE YOGA (RESTORATIVE/YIN)
The ultimate relaxation experience. Restorative yoga uses props such as blankets, blocks, and bolsters to support the body in comfortable positions. These longer held supported positions give our bodies the opportunity to let stress, anxiety and tension to melt away ultimately resulting in a healthier nervous system.

YANG/YIN YOGA (FLOW/DEEP STRETCH)
Start class off with a gentle warm up and short flow to get energy flowing. The second half of class will consist of longer held stretches to open up and relieve tension in the body. This class is great before or after a day of skiing or snowboarding.

YOGA NIDRA AND SOUND BATH GUIDED MEDITATION
This is a guided meditation class where you will use bolsters and blankets to create a meditation nest for yourself to drift away in. Yoga Nidra is an ancient style of yoga that helps the practitioner achieve a state of mind between wakefulness and sleep, while enhancing your well-being. This class is infused with the sound healing benefits of crystal and Tibetan singing bowls. Join us for this healing and deeply relaxing experience.

LET GO AND LET FLOW
This yin/yang yoga style class will start off with an energizing flow and then move into the letting go half of class which will consist of slower longer held postures to allow your nervous system to slow down and reset. Walk up and off your mat feeling relaxed and ready to surrender to the flow of our everyday lives.

Please visit our online booking website for time, location and additional details.